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 Names may seem like arbitrary labels. At first glance, they are a mere word that is given to you 

by someone else at birth. Therefore, a name would seem to have very little to do with one’s individually 

formed identity. Lacking any indication of our personalities, preferences, and identity, how could it be 

otherwise? Despite this, our culture reifies that our names represent more than just a label or a 

categorization. They are a reflection of how individuals and groups of people attempt to organize and 

classify members of a social world—as well as their personal place within it (Nugent 2010). Names are 

a foundational social practice, and to have a name is a fundamental component of our sense of self worth 

(Emens 2013).  Many would argue that names play a vital role in the way in which we understand both 

one another’s identities as well as our own. Allegra Waterman-Snow, one of the individuals interviewed 

during the 2013 Feminist Last-Naming Project (FLNP) describes this connection: 

 
When you say somebody’s name, there is so much connected to it. With a name, it’s not only 

with last name history and your genealogy—when you say somebody’s name everything about 

them comes to mind, who they are as a person. Their identity comes to mind, and it’s attached…I 

can’t imagine having any other name but my last name, I think it really is a big part of me. 

 

Perhaps for this reason, changing one’s last name or allocating a name for another person—such 

as in marriage and naming children—has the potential to become a very loaded, emotional issue. 

Relationships with other individuals can deeply affect these types of last-naming decisions. Both 

intimate relationships and societal pressures can influence individual choices; sometimes overriding 

feminist desires to maintain a sense of self in marriage. Clear tension exists between having a shared last 

name that symbolizes a family unit and a woman’s struggle to organize and prioritize relationships with 

her immediate family, her family history, and with her own individual identity. This paper is an 

exploration of the influence of intimate relationships on individual last name choices. Using scholarly 

research as well as stories collected during the 2013 FLNP, I will examine how individuals choose to 

navigate issues of loyalty, commitment, and autonomy through various last-naming decisions.  

Despite alleged recent gains in the feminist movement for gender equality, certain patriarchal 

traditions have become so deeply embedded into American cultural psyche that they seem to be natural 

(Hamilton, Geist, and Powell 2011). These traditions are often able to evade progressive movements that 

may aid in the creation of equality, despite an otherwise seemingly altered cultural atmosphere. One 

tradition that has experienced this type of “cultural lag” (Ogburn 1957) is that of patrilineal naming 

practices—meaning, a man’s name being given to women and children always, unquestioningly. In 

keeping with patrilineal naming traditions, women often face moral conflicts based on their past, 

existing, or future relationships that can deeply effect their decisions to either change their name, or take 

a new name upon marriage and child rearing. These relationships may include those with spouses and 

children, as well as with parents or grandparents. They can surround the creation of a new family unit 

that may conflict with loyalty to one already established. All of these relationships weave together and 

create tension surrounding last-naming decisions. This tension can create many issues for women and 

individuals deciding on changing or keeping their natal name, especially when it involves starting a 

family. 

Many individuals do express a desire to share a single family name with their spouse, and more 

importantly, their children. This is often a reason utilized when defending traditional, patrilineal name 

choices. The underlying hope is that upon the birth of children, a shared marital name will establish a 

specific family unit. Studies have found that marital natal name changes are often strongly motivated by 
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this drive to create a new, shared family identity (Boxer and Gritsenko 2005; Klinem, Stafford and 

Miklosovic 1996; Nugent 2010). This wish was one that was also commonly expressed throughout the 

interviews and discussions held by the 2013 FLNP. Luke Terra explains the feelings that drove his 

wife’s and his decision to share a single family name: “We felt like, as we were getting married and 

starting a family, that our name signified the creation of our new family.” 

However, often implicit in this need for nuclear family unity for our children is that this shared 

name will be that of the husband or father. In surrendering their natal name for their husbands, and their 

new nuclear family, women may feel like they are facing a challenge to their individualism. In addition 

to this, they may feel as if they aren’t honoring relationships with their parents and their own original 

nuclear family. Not-so-subtly implied by patrilineal marital name change is an expectation that a 

woman’s identity becomes her relationships with her husband and future children upon marriage and 

starting a family. This compromises a woman’s individual identity, as the most important part of her 

“self” becomes the family unit. This is a compromise of the self that the overwhelming majority of men 

never face, or even contemplate. Women who resist the erasure of self through non-patrilineal naming 

choices face a conflict between the maintaining of an autonomous identity and the submission to a 

culturally prescribed role of the caregiver.  

In 2010 Colleen Nugent of Rutgers University examined and analyzed criticism of non-

traditional last naming choices made by women by examining online forums and accounts of decision-

making regarding naming children. Nugent explored how these responses dealt with the tensions society 

creates by falsely dichotomizing commitment to the family with preservation of an independent female 

identity. Her findings indicate that women name keepers are viewed as “selfish and antifamily” (509). 

This suggests that by challenging patrilineal naming practices, women are perceived as rejecting basic 

societal gender roles and failing to adequately commit themselves to their family (Suter 2004). Because 

of this unexpectedly vicious stigmatization, individuals making nontraditional naming choices risk 

facing criticism and even potential resentment from proponents of traditional name choices, often in the 

“name” of their family. 

Corina McKendry described an instance in her youth when her patrilineal grandmother protested 

against her and her sister’s nontraditional last-naming declaration: 

 
My sister and I, when we were younger, we used to say “we’re never going to change our last 

name” and we were very, in our 10 year old way, very militant about it. “We’re always going to 

be McKendrys” and our grandmother McKendry said one time “Well then how are you going to 

show that your families are coming together?” And she wasn’t really happy about that. 

 

The idea that the girls would sacrifice a shared family name was upsetting to their grandmother, 

despite the fact that by keeping their natal name, the McKendry sisters would be simultaneously 

preserving her name. This raises a troublesome question for those who chose to make nontraditional 

name decisions—by failing to have a shared name, does one risk their family failing to “come 

together?” The many examples of nontraditional naming-choices explored in the FLNP would suggest 

otherwise. Corina’s particular story was unique, as she later married another woman, thus eliminating 

the patrilineal tradition from their decision-making process. Both Corina and her wife chose to keep 

their natal names. Despite this, they too expressed a yearning for a shared name, stating: 

 
Sometimes my wife and I wish we shared the last name, it’s indicative of a family unit in our 

culture…I know lesbian couples when one of them has changed their last name, and I always 

kind of it, that’s neat—but whose name do you change it to?...Your [family] is connected in real 

life, in things that matter. But in terms of social recognition of those connections… Here’s the 

different ways that society recognizes mothers: you have the same last name, you gave birth to 

the kid, so it’s just a way of establishing and making sure that was clear. 
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 It is clear that the desire to share a name with your family members surpasses the heteronomative 

definition of who said family consists of. And hopefully, it can transcend this definition in terms of 

heterosexual couples as well as the definition of an American family continues to shift and expand. 

Along with isolating family units to which it does not apply, patrilineal naming practices reinforce an 

essentially unfair gender dichotomy that expects women to give themselves up for their spouse and 

children. Women like Corina, her wife, and her sister face criticism even from beloved family members 

when making nontraditional last naming choices. However, straying from this tradition does not only 

suggest cultural deviance for the woman, but also for the man. Non-traditional naming choices for 

family members are even further rejected when it is the man making the change. Patrilineal naming 

stifles the freedom of choice and independence of not only women, but men as well. Michael Sinclaire, 

who took his wife’s last name, describes reactions he received from his “liberal” educated peers in 

Berkeley, California: 

 
I got responses basically like “You’re on a short leash.” The vibe I got from the people around me 

was just disdain…I was surprised that my friends, my male friends who I was politically and 

philosophically aligned with, I was surprised by how few of them expressed approval. 

 

 Along with conflicts of commitment, women face emotional and often intimate issues 

surrounding their feeling’s of loyalty when considering last-naming choices. Loyalties, or lack thereof, 

can all play into an individual choice to maintain a natal name or to adopt a new name—whether that 

name be the husband’s or another alternative last-name variation. A loyalty that runs deep within family 

history can influence one’s desire to keep a natal name as a way of maintaining a tangible connection to 

an individual’s original nuclear family. This is often primarily a connection to their own parents or 

grandparents. This sense of responsibility to one’s original caregiver can interfere and pose a problem 

for customary patrilineal naming traditions. When the two opposing parties are both family—how does 

one navigate their own loyalties?  

 Interviewee Kelley Douglass, who maintained her natal name in marriage, describes her loyalty-

influenced decision: 

 
My father was an orphan, and I felt like I should keep it because his name had such a short 

history for him. It’s just my father, and the four of us- my brothers just customarily kept the 

names, so I just thought about it more than just convenience or professionally. I think it was my 

way of keeping a little piece of my father’s short lineage alive. 

 

 Many of the individuals interviewed also expressed a similar desire to maintain a connection to 

their family history and to their lineage by maintaining their natal name. Lisa Cipriany chose to 

hyphenate her name with her husband’s, changing her last name to Cipriany-Dacko when she married. 

Her decision to include her natal name in her new last name sprung from a loyalty to her own father. She 

stated: “Because my only brother, Allen, had died, I wanted to keep the name Cipriany around just for 

my dad.” 

 Jo-Anna McCort decided to use her natal last name professionally and in the public sphere. She 

describes: “It gave me a way to give back to my parents. Although they are no longer living, I wanted 

them to feel, or have some claim for any successes I had.” 

Keeping of the natal name seems to offer individuals a way of expressing gratitude, honor, and 

loyalty for one’s heritage and “family roots”. Susana Cruz, who kept her last name both for professional 

and cultural reasons, explains: 

 
A name is important because it’s your connection to your roots. So I would not want to lose my 

last name in any situation, because that is what connects me to my past and to my family... That 

women change their last name, it’s shocking. It’s truly shocking to me as a woman that people do 

that and that that cultural norm exists in 2012. 
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 A divide quite clearly exists between the concept of a last name as a shared symbol of family 

unity and a women’s struggle to organize and prioritize her commitments, loyalty, and independence. 

With the perception of last-names and family so intricately related, women who decide to keep their 

natal name are often viewed as egotistical, self-interested, and uncommitted to their family (Nugent 

2010, Emens 2007). Despite this stigmatized attitude towards female natal name-keepers, some women 

make the decision to maintain their original name for the sake of their own autonomy—both personal, 

and professional. In a 2005 study conducted by Boxer and Gritsenko, it was found that American 

women who kept their name referred to “not being owned, not losing their identity, and about having an 

equal partnership” (8) when questioned about their last name-choices. These same themes were present 

in our discussions and interviews with female name-keepers.   

 Annette Waterman explained her choice to retain her natal name in marriage: 

 
I didn’t really want to be known as Brent’s wife. I got married at an older age, I was 36…and I 

already had had a long life as a Waterman, and I didn’t really want to change that. So it had 

something to do with wanting to stay independent, I just saw no need for it… it’s just the fact of 

not wanting to be absorbed into a unit, and wanting to maintain individuality. And also—my 

name is as important as your name. 

 

 While Annette cited her older age at marriage as one of the reasons for wanting to maintain her 

natal name, another individual interviewed, Mary Pechauer, stated the opposite: 

 
We ended up getting married a year after college and I stayed with [my natal name] and I think 

it’s because I still felt like I was just beginning to understand who I was, and that was really 

strongly connected to my name. 

  

In the domain of last-naming decisions, women inevitably face a series of complex and 

interrelated emotional conflicts that men are not expected to consider. While a man is free to act 

independently of these considerations, society struggles to view women’s independent identities as 

separate from their social roles as wives, mothers, or future mothers. Thus, it is always difficult to 

separate women’s identity issues from their varying levels of participation in these societal categories. 

Their independent, autonomous actions and decisions are compromised by constantly being subject to 

critique for failure to fit traditionally acknowledged behavioral prescriptions.  

It is important for society to recognize that in none of these responses is any inherent lack of 

commitment or loyalty to relationships with family. One interviewee, Jean Scandlyn, even explained 

why she felt her decision to maintain her natal last-name was in fact a choice made with her children in 

mind: 

 
It has been important for [my two boys] to see me identify myself outside of my marriage and 

having my own name has contributed to that… It really helped me maintain a sense of myself, 

within the marriage, that I had a professional life and a professional identity and a public identity 

that was my own, that was separate from my husband. And I really appreciated that. 

 

 Making last-naming choices is clearly a deeply emotional and complex issue that is influenced 

by many varying factors and relationships. This complexity is revealing of the status of American 

society. It is so often assumed to be a natural given for women to follow patrilineal naming traditions.  

This is telling of a cultural atmosphere that may not be as gender neutral as one might expect for the 

year 2013. When something as seemingly simple as naming is this loaded and complicated, what other 

gendered concepts have we unknowingly internalized? “Naming conventions, like the rest of language, 

have been shaped to meet the interests of society, and in patriarchal societies the shapers have been 

men” (Miller and Swift 1976). Embedded in the patrilineal naming assumption is the notion that women 
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should surrender their individual identity to become the spouse figure, or the mother figure, or even the 

future-mother figure. By making nontraditional naming choices, women are given the opportunity to 

become their own “shapers” of society. Whether individuals are taking their husband’s name, keeping 

their natal name, or creating a new name all together in partnership and child-raising, it is important to 

acknowledge the many factors that contribute to a subtly complex decision. It is also important to 

recognize how society has established itself in a patriarchal hierarchy where women’s identities become 

what is most convenient for men. It is the individuals who push back and play with last-naming 

conventions who are in fact challenging established gendered expectations and realities in our society. 

Hopefully, through nontraditional choices like these, the concept of being female in a stereotypical 

American family will actually transform as much as it is assumed to have changed already.  
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